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Mice Doubly Deficient in the Genes for PO and Myelin Basic Protein 
Show That Both Proteins Contribute to the Formation of the Major 
Dense Line in Peripheral Nerve Myelin 
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In search for the molecular mechanisms underlying the for- 
mation of the major dense line in peripheral nerve myelin 
we investigated mice deficient in the myelin proteins PO 
and MBP. In mice lacking both molecules axons were en- 
wrapped by myelin-like processes devoid of the major 
dense line, while mice deficient in either protein showed, 
respectively, partial and normal compaction. Mice hetero- 
zygous for PO but devoid of MBP showed myelin of re- 
duced thickness around axons of normal caliber. Both mol- 
ecules thus contribute to the formation of the major dense 
line and to the determination of myelin thickness. Further- 
more, our observations modify the view that axon caliber 
is dependent on normal myelin. 

[Key words: double knock-out mutants, functional redun- 
dancy, glia, myelin compaction, myelin genes, Schwann 
cells] 

An important contribution to efficient propagation of nerve im- 
pulses is the formation of myelin sheaths around larger caliber 
axons. Myelin sheaths are generated during ontogeny by the 
cellular processes of either oligodendrocytes in the central or 
Schwann cells in the PNS, which turn around axons in a spiral- 
like manner. In its mature state the bulk of the myelin sheath is 
compacted; that is, the extracellular space between the turning 
loops is drastically reduced and their cytoplasm has disappeared 
to yield the intraperiod and major dense lines, respectively. 

In the PNS, the adhesive, immunoglobulin-like molecule PO 
has been suggested to mediate both the extracellular and the 
cytoplasmic compaction of myelin (Lemke, 1986, 1988, 1993). 
The extracellular domain of PO most likely interconnects the 
turning loops of Schwann cell processes via homophilic binding 
mechanisms resulting in the formation of the intraperiod line 
(D’Urso et al., 1990; Filbin et al., 1990; Schneider-Schaulies et 
al., 1990). The intracellular part of PO contains predominantly 
basic residues that might interact with the phospholipids of ad- 
jacent cytoplasmic aspects of Schwann cell membranes leading 
to the formation of the major dense line (Kirschner and Ganser, 
1980; Ding and Brunden, 1994). That the molecule is, indeed, 
pivotal for myelin compaction was revealed in peripheral nerves 
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of PO-deficient mice that are severely compromised in myelin 
compaction, particularly at the site of the intraperiod line (Giese 
et al., 1992). However, many Schwann cells still formed the 
major dense line (Giese et al., 1992). A candidate molecule that 
may substitute for PO in formation of the major dense line is the 
myelin basic protein (MBP), an intracellular constituent of cen- 
tral and peripheral myelin of wild-type and PO-deficient mice 
(Lemke, 1986; Giese et al., 1992). MBP appears to be essential 
for the formation of the major dense line in the CNS where PO 
is not expressed. This view derives from the observation that in 
CNS of shiverer mutant mice, which do not express MBP 
(Roach et al., 1983), major dense lines are missing (Privat et al., 
1979; Rosenbluth, 1980b), but can be reconstituted by introduc- 
ing the wild-type MBP gene into the germ line of these mice 
(Readhead et al., 1987). That shiverer mutant mice show no 
major morphological abnormalities in the PNS (Kirschner and 
Ganser, 1980; Rosenbluth, 1980a) has, at least in part, been at- 
tributed to the relative paucity in expression of MBP (5-I 5% of 
all myelin proteins) and the abundance of PO (50-60% of all 
myelin proteins; Kirschner and Ganser, 1980; Lemke, 1986, 
1988, for reviews). 

In the present study, we have investigated the possibility that 
both PO and MBP are responsible for the formation of the major 
dense line in peripheral nerve myelin. We therefore generated 
mice deficient for both PO and MBP by cross-breeding mice 
deficient for one allele of each gene (PO+-/MBP+-). The double 
mutants obtained (PO--/MBP--) were severely hypomyelinated 
in peripheral nerves that contained myelin-like sheaths com- 
pletely devoid of major dense lines. Furthermore, comparison of 
the appearance of myelin sheaths in PO++/MBP- (shiverer), 
PO+-/MBP++, and PO+-IMBP-m mice revealed that both MBP 
and PO are not only involved in myelin compaction but also 
determine myelin thickness. 

Materials and Methods 

Gerzernrion qf mutunts and determinarion of genotypes. PO knock-out 
mice (PO--/MBP++) and mice deficient for one allele of this gene 
(PO+-/MBP++) have been taken from our own breeding colony (Giese 
et al., 1992). The genotypes of these mice was assessed by Southern 
blot analysis of genomic DNA isolated from tail clips of mice at 3 
weeks of age (Giese et al., 1992). 

MBP-deficient mice (PO++/MBP--, shiverer) were a kind gift of Drs. 
N. Baumann and E Lachapelle (Paris). The homozygous phenotype of 
these mice was determined by their shivering behavior and by Southern 
blot analysis performed as described (Giese et al., 1992) using a full 
length rat MBP cDNA (Roach et al., 1983; kindly provided by Dr. K.- 
A. Nave, Heidelberg). Heterozygous mice (PO’ +/MBP+-), which do not 
show any abnormal behavioral phenotype, could only be recognized by 
means of the geno- and phenotypes of their offspring since appropriate 
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probes unequivocally distinguishing between MBP” and MBP+- ge-, 
notype are not available. 

To obtain double mutants, mice deficient for one allele of each gene 
(PO+~/MBP++) have been generated by cross-breeding of PO+-/MBP++ 
and PO++/MBP+- mice. The use of such double heterozygous breeders 
had the particular advantage that not only double homozygous mutant 
mice (PO- /MBP--), but also MBP-deficient mice (PO++/MBP~ , shiv- 
erer) and mice heterozygous for PO and deficient for MBP (PO+-/ 
MBP- -) could be obtained in one litter. The PO genotype of such mice 
was assessed by Southern blot analysis, their homozygous MBP-defi- 
cient genotype by their shivering phenotype and by Southern blot anal- 
ysis. Additionally, the absence of MBP was determined by Western blot 
analysis of brains and sciatic nerves (Giese et al., 1992) using poly- 
clonal antibodies to MBP (kind gift of Dr. N. Baumann, Paris). Mice 
with wild-type alleles for MBP (PO++/MBP++, PO+-/MBP++, PO--/ 
MBP++ ) were taken from litters originating from parents with a PO+ -/ 
MBP++ genotype, since the MBP” genotypes cannot be directly dis- 
tinguished from the MBP+- genotypes, either by Southern blot analysis 
or by their behavioral phenotypes (see above). 

Elecrror~ n~icro.scop~v. For electron microscopic investigations, sciatic 
nerves and femoral nerve branches of deeply anesthetized (30 kllgm 
bodv weight of 3% chloralhvdrate), 4-week-old mice were either fixed 
irz ~‘it~ by rinsing the exposed nerves with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer 
containing 2% oaraformaldehvde and 2% glutaraldehvde for 20-30 min 
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or by intracardial perfusion with the samefixative. The latter procedure 
was necessary when mice with normally compacted myelin were in- 
vestigated. The nerves were excised and postfixed in the same fixative 
overnight. After osmification with 2% 0~0, in the same buffer, the 
samples were dehydrated in acetone and embedded in Spurr’s medium. 
For all mice with a homozygous MBP-deficient genotype, spinal cord 
and optic nerves were also inspected to verify the genotype. 

Detrrmirlution of axon diamrrrrs und uxon-jiber rutios. For quanti- 
tative analysis and to facilitate comparison of the nerves of the different 
genotypes, all of the about 90 myelinated axon-Schwann cell units of 
the pectineus nerve, a small muscle nerve branchlet of the femoral 
nerve, were considered (see Montag et al., 1994). In comparison to a 
random selection of axon-Schwann cell units in large and complex 
nerve trunks, this had the advantage that one is always dealing with 
comparable populations of axon-Schwann cell units. Axonal diameter 
and thickness of nerve fibers (fiber = axon plus myelin, measured at 
the outer cytoplasmic aspect of the myelinating Schwann cell), were 
determined on electron micrographs at a magnification of 7.500X using 
computer-assisted image analysis (IBAS). Since axons and nerve fibers 
are seldom round in cross-sections, their diameters were determined as 
axonal or nerve fiber circumference, respectively, divided by 71. For the 
determination of axon-fiber ratio, only Schwann cells with myelin of 
normal compaction extending over the entire thickness of the sheath 
were considered. Therefore, the myelin-like sheaths of PO-deficient 
(PO--/MBP-’ ) and double mutant mice (PO -/MBP--) were not in- 
cluded in these measurements. 

Significance of differences between values from wild-type mice and 
the different genotypes was determined by the Mann-Whitney U test 
using sTATvIEw 11 software. 

Results 
We investigated the peripheral nerves of the following genotypes 
by transmission electron microscopy: PO++/MBP’+ (wild type), 
PO++/MBP-m (shiverer), PO+-IMBP”, PO+-IMBP--, POW/ 
MBP++ (PO deficient), and PO--/MBP- (double mutant). Since 
mice deficient for both PO and MBP (PO- -/MBP--) only lived 
for 5-6 weeks, 4-week-old mice were investigated. Ultrathin 
cross-sections were taken from sciatic nerves (approximately 3 
mm distal to the sciatic notch), the quadriceps muscle, and the 
cutaneous (saphenous) branches of the femoral nerve, and, for 
quantitation, from the pectineus muscle nerve, from which all 
approximately 90 axon-myelin units were evaluated. 

In the following, the genotypes are arranged in the order of 
increasing severity of abnormalities. 

PO+‘/MBPf+ (wild type), PO+-/MBP+ +, PO++/MBP 
(slziverer) 
At lower magnifications, compacted myelin of wild-type mice 
(PO++/MBP++) was characterized by a high electron density, 

occasionally interrupted by noncompacted parts, such as the par- 
anodal loops and Schmidt-Lanterman incisures (Fig. IA). At 
higher magnifications, a very regular organization of major 
dense and intraperiod lines was seen (Fig. IB). The pectineus 
nerve of such mice comprises about 90 myelinating axon- 
Schwann cell units (89 + 8.1) with axonal diameters of about 
3 Frn (2.99 + 0.41 pm; Table I). The ratio of axonal and liber 
diameter (fiber = axon plus myelin, as measured at the outer 
cytoplasmic aspect of the myelin sheath) was 0.7 I ( + 0.0 I ; Ta- 
ble I) and is thus comparable to values given in peripheral 
nerves of rats (Friede, 1970). 

Mice deficient in one allele of PO (PO+-/MBP’+ ) revealed a 
behavioral phenotype not distinguishable from that of wild-type 
mice, whereas shiverer mice (PO++/MBP--) showed severe 
tremors and occasional seizures as described previously (Hogan 
and Greenfield, 1984). In peripheral nerves, both genotypes 
showed normal axon diameters and myelin sheaths (Fig. IC, 
Table l), with the only exception that in shiverer mice the axon- 
fiber ratio was slightly reduced in comparison to wild-type mice 
(0.66 2 0.02; p I 0.018; Table I), indicating a relative increase 
in myelin thickness. 

PO”-/MBP 

The behavioral phenotype of these mice was not distinguishable 
from that of shiverer mice (PO+ +/MBP ). The myelin sheaths 
of these mice were abnormal (Fig. ID). In all nerves, nortnally 
compacted myelin was observed, but a high number of axon- 
Schwann cell units showed more or less extended aspects of 
noncompacted myelin, most often at the inner, axon-related turns 
of the Schwann cell (Fig. ID). In cross-sections of the pectineus 
nerve, more than half of all myelin sheaths (56.7 + 5.6%) had 
such noncompacted parts, whereas in pectineus nerves of wild- 
type mice, only about 9% (X.74 + 4.36%) of the myelin sheaths 
were interrupted by either Schmidt-Lanterman incisures or par- 
anodal loops. Those sheaths consisting of entirely compacted 
myelin (43.3 + 4.5%) were too thin relative to the caliber of 
their axons (Fig. ID), resulting in a robust elevation of axoIl- 
fiber ratios (0.81 ? 0.02; p 5 0.02, Table I ). A small, but 
significant number of Schwann cells did not form myelin, but 
appeared to be arrested at the I: I ratio (3.4 2 2.1%). Axonal 
calibers were normal (2.93 t 0.35 km; Table I ). Occasionally, 
some macrophages were visible in the endoneurium (not shown). 

PO--/MBP+’ (PO deficient) 

Behaviorally, these mice show slight tremors, dragging of hind- 
limbs, and clasping of hindlimbs when lifted by the tail after 
approximately 4 weeks of age (Giese et al., 1992). Ultrastruc- 
turally, a severe hypomyelination in sciatic, femoral. and pecti- 
neus nerves with a high variability in morphology was detected 
(Giese et al., 1992; Fig. 2A). Since the present study focusses 
on the formation of the major dense line, we have quantified 
axon-Schwann cell units with regard to the presence or absence 
of this structure by assigning each unit to one of three ultras- 
tructurally distinct groups. The first category comprises myelin- 
like sheaths containing a major dense line. Most often, the parts 
containing major dense lines formed several continuous turns at 
the inner, axon-related sites of the myelin-like sheaths (Fig. 2A). 
A typical feature was the undulating appearance of the major 
dense lines and the absence of intraperiod lines, resulting in 
slightly widened intraperiod spaces of irregular shape and very 
low electron density (Giese et al., 1992; Fig. 2B). In some 
sheaths, a collapsed, single-stranded intraperiod line was visible 
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Figure 1. Electron micrographs of cross-sections of pectineus (A, B, and D) and sciatic (C) nerves of wild-type (A and B), PO+-/MBP++ (C), and 
PO+-/MBP-- mice (D). A, At low magnifications myelin (M) of wild-type mice appears as electron dense ring around large caliber axons (A). F, 
endoneurial fibroblast; S, myelinating Schwann cell. B, At high magnifications, myelin of wild-type mice appears in a regular organization of major 
dense lines (arrows) and the double-stranded intraperiod lines (arrowheads). Double arrows indicate the cytoplasmic Schwann cell collar around 
the myelinated axon, double arrowheads the axolemma. C, Myelin sheaths (M) of PO+-/MBP++ mice are not different from those of wild-type 
mice (compare to A). A, myelinated axon; a, unmyelinated axon; S, myelinating Schwann cell; s, nonmyelinating Schwann cell. D, Axons with 
compacted myelin (M) as well as axons surrounded by extended uncompacted aspects (m) are visible. Note that the uncompacted aspects are more 
adjacent to the axon and that the thickness of compacted myelin is reduced relative to axonal diameter. A, myelinated axon; S, myelinating Schwann 
cell. Scale bars: 1 pm in A, C, and D; 0.1 Pm in B. 
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Table 1. Characterization of axon-Scbwann cell units in pectineus nerves of wild-type mice and 
of several combinations of mutant alleles of PO and MBP 

Description 

Axon 
diameter 
Mm) 

Axon-fiber 
ratio 

PO++lMBP++ 
PO++/MBP-- 
PO+-lMBP++ 
PO+-MPB-- 

PO--/MBP++ 

PO- -/MBP-- 

Myelin of normal compaction 
Myelin of normal compaction 
Myelin of normal compaction 
Myelin of normal compaction, 

frequently interrupted by 
noncompacted parts; reduced myelin 
thickness 

Severe hypomyelination; 62% of all 
Schwann cells form major dense 
lines, but show predominantly poor 
extracellular compaction; 17% are 
entirely uncompacted; 21% do not 
form spirals around axons 

Severe hypomyelination; no formation 
of major dense lines; 84% of all 
Schwann cells form entirely 
uncompacted spirals around axons; 
16% do not form spirals around 
axons 

2.99 t 0.41 0.71 -t 0.01 
3.08 5 0.29 0.66 ? 0.02* 
2.89 31 0.36 0.72 k 0.02 
2.93 f  0.35 0.81 + 0.02* 

2.18 * 0.19* 

2.1 I f  0.37* 

* Values are significantly different from corresponding values of wild-type (PO*+/MBP”) mice. 

Figure 2. Electron micrographs of cross-sections of pectineus nerves of PO--/MBP++ mice. A, At low magnifications, myelin-like sheaths with 
major dense lines (M) appear more electron dense than sheaths consisting of completely uncompacted Schwann cell loops (m). Note axon-Schwann 
cell unit without spiralling Schwann cell loops around the axon (arrow). A, axons surrounded by myelin-like sheaths; a. nonmyelinated axons; F, 
endoneurial fibroblast. B, High magnification of a myelin-like sheath containing major dense lines. In some aspects, intraperiod lines are missing, 
in others, single-stranded intraperiod lines of abnormally high electron density (arrowheads) are detectable. Arrows point to major dense lines. 
Scale bars: 1 pm in A; 0.1 pm in B. 





in addition to the major dense line, particularly at the more outer, 
abaxonal parts of major dense line-containing loops; such ab- 
normally compacted parts had a reduced myelin periodicity (Fig. 
2B). Normal myelin periodicity with a double-stranded intraper- 
iod line was rarely seen (not shown). Of the Schwann cells hav- 
ing acquired a I : I ratio with axons, about 62% (6 I .8 ? 5.3%; 
Table 1) belonged to this group and ensheathed axons of various 
sizes. The second category comprises Schwann cells with sev- 
eral uncompacted loops without major dense lines (Fig. 2A) and 
represented only about 17% (16.7 + 2.4%; Table I) of all 
Schwann cells having established a I:1 ratio with axons. These 
Schwann cells were predominantly associated with axons of 
smaller diameter (Fig. 2A). The third category consists of 
Schwann cells without spiralling loops (Fig. 2A) and represented 
about 21% (21.4 + 3.4%; Table I) of all the Schwann cells 
having established a I:1 ratio with axons. As in the second cat- 
egory, most of these Schwann cells were associated with smaller 
caliber axons. A common feature was the presence of myelin 
debris in Schwann cells, particularly in the first and the second 
categories (not shown, see Giese et al., 1992). Macrophages 
were frequently seen in the endoneurium. 

In comparison to the wild-type mice, axons having achieved 
a I : I ratio with Schwann cells were reduced in caliber by about 
25% (2. I8 2 0. I9 pm, p 5 0.03; Table I ). Axon-fiber ratios 
were not determined, since aspects containing major dense lines 
very rarely occupied the entire width of the myelin-like sheath 
(less than 1%). 

PO- -/MBP (double mutunt) 

The behavioral phenotype of these mice was generally very sim- 
ilar to that of shiverer mice (PO’+/MBP--). In most cases, the 
double mutants were smaller and weaker than shiverer mutants 
and had a strongly reduced life span (5-6 weeks in comparison 
to 34 months in the case of shiverer mutants). The behavioral 
features typical for the PO--/MBP++ mice were difficult to de- 
tect, most probably due to the predominant shiverer phenotype 
superimposed on the more subtle features of PO knock-out mice. 
The peripheral nerves of all four mice investigated were always 
severely hypomyelinated (Fig. 3A). A typical feature was the 
complete absence of major dense lines in the vast majority of 
Schwann cells forming myelin-like sheaths (Fig. 3A,B). The my- 
elin-like sheaths thus resembled those of the second category of 
PO--/MBP” mice, but contained fewer turns around the axon. 
Additionally, the inner lips of the Schwann cells usually ap- 
peared much more voluminous than in the other mutants (Fig. 
3B). Very often, the myelin-like sheaths looked disorganized 
(Fig. 3A) and myelin-like structures were frequently found in 
phagocytotic vacuoles of the Schwann cells and of the frequent 
macrophages detectable in the endoneurium. Schwann cells were 
frequently found surrounded by a duplicated basal lamina, which 
is a probable indicator for de- and remyelination (not shown). 
In some rare cases, Schwann cells (less than IO in each of the 
4 animals investigated) were detected with a few turns contain- 
ing major dense lines (not shown). These Schwann cells were 
only found in the sciatic and quadriceps muscle nerves, but nev- 
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er in the pectineus muscle and femoral cutaneous nerve. Occa- 
sionally, short single-stranded intraperiod lines of abnormally 
high density were found. In the pectineus nerve. 16.2% 
(? 1.8%) of the Schwann cells having established a I:1 ratio 
with axons had only formed a single loop around the axon or 
had retracted from the axon living solely a basal lamina (Fig. 
3A). Axonal diameters were reduced by about 30% in compar- 
ison to wild-type mice (2.1 I +- 0.37 pm; /? 5 0.05: Table I). 

Discussion 

PO and MBP contribute to the f~wm~tim of’ thr rmjor derw 
line in peripheral nerve myelin 
The observation that Schwann cells delicient for PO, but ex- 
pressing MBP are able to form a myelin-like structure with a 
major dense line argues in favor of the possibility that MBP is 
involved in the intracellular compaction of peripheral nerve my- 
elin (Giese et al., 1992; this study). Conversely, in the absence 
of MBP, PO alone appears to be able to form the major dense 
line in shiverer mice where the molecule is amply expressed 
(Kirschner and Ganser, 1980; Inouye et al., 1985; M. H. Mo- 
hajeri and R. Martini, unpublished observations). Investigations 
of mice with the PO+-/MBP genotype extend these tindings. 
showing that in the absence of MBP even half the dose of PO 
is sufficient for major dense line formation. Alternatively. it is 
possible that in PO’+/MBP- mice other molecules of equivalent 
functions are upregulated and partially compensate for MBP and 
PO. However, the fact that the absence of both myelin compo- 
nents in the double mutants (PO /MBP ) leads to the almost 
complete loss of major dense lines rather argues against a sub- 
stantial implication of other molecules and strengthens our view 
that PO and MBP can play very similar roles in the formation 
of major dense lines. That MBP and the intracellular domain of 
PO can fulfill similar functions would be plausible, since both 
molecules contain many basic amino acid residues that have 
been proposed to interact with the phospholipids of the opposing 
cytoplasmic faces of Schwann cell membranes (Cheifetz and 
Moscarello, 1985; Ding and Brunden, 1994). Since MBP is de- 
void of an extracellular domain (Lemke, 1988. for review). it is 
not surprising that it cannot replace the cell surface-related func- 
tions of PO relating to compaction of the opposing extracellular 
faces (Giese et al., 1992; this study). 

MBP muy be importtrnt for stubili~ir~g peripher~~l ner\v’ m!,elirl 

The finding that peripheral myelin is almost normal and shows 
well-formed major dense lines in shiverer mice raises the ques- 
tion as to the functional impact of MBP in peripheral nerve 
myelin. One could argue that MBP is only a minor component 
of peripheral nerve myelin, accounting for only S-IS% of my- 
elin proteins, whereas in the CNS it accounts for 3040% of 
myelin proteins and is pivotal for myelin formation (Readhead 
et al., 1987; Katsuki et al., 1988; Lemke, 1988, for review). In 
the peripheral nerve, MBP is expressed significantly later than 
PO, that is, when five to eight lamellae of compacted myelin 
have been formed, whereas PO is already detectable when the 
I : I ratio has been established (Hahn et al., 1987; Martini et al.. 

Figure 3. Electron micrographs of cross-sections of pectineus nerves of PO- -/MBP- mice. A. At low magnifications, myelin-like sheaths are 
completely uncompacted. Asfrrisks most probably indicates a larger caliber axon without an enveloping Schwann cell; the basal lamina (tlorrhle 
urrow) indicates the former presence of a Schwann cell. A, axons surrounded by myelin-like sheaths; LI. nonmyelinated axons; s. nonmyelinating 
Schwann cell. B, At high magnifications, typical myelin-like sheaths with Schwann cell processes with cytoplasm and without major dense lines 
are visible. Note swollen inner lip of the turning Schwann cell process. Scale bars: I pm in A; 0.3 km in B. 
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1988). With half of the dose of PO in PO’ /MBP- mice, com- 
paction occurs at the outer myelin lamellae, which are, in ex- 
trapolation of an irz vitro model (Bunge et al., 1989), the initially 
formed ones, whereas the inner, later formed myelin lamellae, 
remain uncompacted. In PO-deficient mice (PO /MBP’ + ), ma- 
jor dense lines are found at the inner, that is, later-formed aspects 
of the sheath, possibly reflecting the late onset of MBP expres- 
sion (see above). These observations suggest that PO is important 
for the early formation of the major dense line, whereas MBP 
becomes important later for stabilization and maintenance of the 
major dense line. It is noteworthy in this context that in 4-week- 
old shiverer mice, peripheral myelin is not reduced in thickness, 
while a mild hypomyelination has been reported in peripheral 
nerves of a &-d-old shiverer mouse and in myelinating 
Schwann cells of shiverer genotype in l-year-old shiverer/wild- 
type chimeras (Peterson and Bray, 1984). It would thus be in- 
teresting to investigate whether the age-dependent hypomyeli- 
nation in Schwann cells of shiverer genotype results from de- 
generative events triggered by the instability of the major dense 
line. 

PO md MBP detetmine myelirl thickrless 

Myelin sheaths of PO+ +/MBP (shiverer) mice are not reduced 
in thickness, whereas myelin sheaths of PO+ /MBP-m mice were 
always too thin relative to the axonal diameter. This observation 
implies that, when myelin forming Schwann cells are confronted 
with restricted resources, as, for instance, lack of MBP, myelin 
thickness strongly depends on the degree of PO expression. On 
the other hand, MBP becomes a crucial determinant when only 
half of the dose of PO is available, since PO’ /MBP++ mice, but 
not PO+ -/MBP mice, form myelin of normal thickness. This 
interpretation is in agreement with observations made in the 
CNS showing that myelin thickness depends on the degree of 

transgenic expression of MBP (Shine et al., 1992). It is therefore 
conceivable that myelin thickness is-either directly or indi- 

rectly--determined by the levels of PO and MBP that a Schwann 
cell synthesizes. The observation that Schwann cells forming 
thick myelin sheaths around larger caliber axons express more 
PO-specific mRNA than Schwann cells forming thin myelin 
sheaths around smaller axons are in agreement with this hy- 
pothesis (Griffiths et al., 1991). It is, however, possible that re- 
duction in thickness of myelin sheaths in PO’ /MBP-m mice is 
the result of a partial degeneration of myelin due to reduced 

stability rather than to reduced ability of Schwann cells to form 
myelin of the correct thickness. This possibility is based on the 
observation that macrophages are detectable in the endoneurium 
of PO+-/MBP mice. Studies on the development of myelin 
sheaths in these mice will be necessary to resolve this question. 

Normd uwn caliber is cor~~pdhle with abrwrnd myelirl 

We have shown that axonal diameters are significantly reduced 
in PO-deficient (PO /MBP*+) and PO /MBP mice. These 
observations could be taken as further examples for the concept 
that glial cells can determine certain properties of axons. For 

instance, Schwann cells and oligodendrocytes influence the di- 
ameter of neurites when allowed to form myelin irl vitro (Win- 
debank et al., 19X5). In rat optic nerve and tract, diameters of 

axons were strongly reduced at sites where oligodendrocytes had 
been ablated by x-ray irradiation, but were of normal size where 
oligodendrocytes had been allowed to survive (Colello et al., 
1994). Similarly, when the hypomyelinating peripheral nerves 
of Trembler mice were transplanted into peripheral nerves of 

wild-type mice, the regrown axons of wild-type mice were sig- 
nificantly reduced in diameter in the implant, but regained their 
normal size when entering the distal stumps of the wild-type 
nerve (Aguayo et al., 1977). In such implants, Schwann ceils of 
Trembler mice locally affected neurofilament phosphorylation 
and slow axonal transport (de Waegh and Brady. 1990, 1991; 
de Waegh et al., 1992). In apparent contradiction to these lind- 
mgs, axonal diameters in peripheral nerves of PO’ /MBP 
mice were not reduced, although myelin was too thin for the 
corresponding axonal size and even uncompacted at its axon- 
related aspects. This finding modifies the general view that for- 
mation of normal myelin is a crucial requirement for axons to 
reach their normal calibers. Furthermore, the expression of my- 
elin-specific molecules, which may convey caliber-determining 
signals to the axon, do not appear to be strictly dependent on a 
normal Schwann cell phenotype. 

We have shown that both PO and MBP contribute to the for- 
mation of the major dense line in peripheral nerve myelin. That 
different molecules can fulfill similar or partially interchangea- 
ble; that is, overlapping functions appears to be a widespread 
phenomenon occurring in both vertebrates (see, e.g., Condie and 
Capecchi, 1994; this study) and invertebrates (see, e.g.. Elkins 
et al., I990), and is important in the interpretation of phenotypes 
of knock-out mutants that are less dramatic than one would ex- 
pect from other experimental paradigms (see, e.g., Soriano et al., 
1991; Donehower et al., 1992; Saga et al., 1992; Shull et al., 
1992; Masu et al., 1993; Cremer et al., 1994; Crowley et al.. 
1994; Jones et al., 1994; Montag et al., 1994, see also Erickson 
et al., 1993, and Strohman, 1994, for reviews). Thus, the search 
for possible similarly acting or even compensatory molecules 
followed by the inactivation of such molecules by generating 
double knock-out mutants will hopefully guide to a better un- 

derstanding of the functional roles of individual molecules. With 
respect to the elucidation of the functional roles of recognition 
molecules, the axon-myelin unit appears to be a particularly 
favorable model, since it is a relatively simply organized struc- 
ture comprising only two interacting cell partners and many of 

the putative compensatory molecules are known. 
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